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Collapse/X Artifact/Whirling

Crisosto Apache

Crisosto Apache, an enrolled Mescalero Apache member from New Mexico, is completing 
an MFA at the Institute of American Indian Arts, where he received an AFA degree in Creative 
Writing. He earned his BA in English Writing from the Metropolitan State University of 
Denver. His work is published in ’90, ’91 and ’92 anthologies from IAIA, which he coedited; 
MSUD/MetroSphere, Future Earth Magazine, Black Renaissance Noire, Yellow Medicine Review, 
Tribal College Journal, Denver Quarterly (Pushcart Prize Nominee 2014), Toe Good Poetry, 
Hawaii Review, Cannotation Press, Red Ink Magazine, and the forthcoming issue of Fulcrum. 
Apache also appeared on MTV’s ad campaign for poetry, Free Your Mind.
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             daa ‘ik ł’ idá ‘ádaajindi          /         this     was  said a long time ago 
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ARTIFACT Dįį’ 
nísh‘jísh’zh’é  move away  nísh‘jísh’zh’é  
ńą‘wųų’chįį’  move toward  ńą‘wųų’chįį’  

move away from aggression, move away from imposition,  
move away from property, move away from territory possession, 
move away from confining terms that turns worms inside these soils   

ARTIFACT ‘Ąąshdlai’ 
binds burgeon the hard surfaces of railcars, binds are tighter ropes around hands binding 
smokestack hiss hoisting hostages  hanging  hanging hung 
predator  prey     predisposition invasive species invasive population 
constrictions are to contradiction as captives surrender to  federal agent 
possessions   and property  GET OFF THE PROPERTY! 

X Artifact   

ARTIFACT Dáłe’é 
acknowledge endless run, acknowledge constant blood loss, acknowledge song 
declare massive body piles, declare endless dirt mounds, declare breath   
submit brutal legacies, submit the blinding authority, submit sunlight  

ARTIFACT Naaki 
hostile as host is to body, stops docile finders from picking enmity as reason for 

death 
why    why          why do these steam engine sounds survive through the ages? 

ARTIFACT Tai’ 
binds burgeon the hard surfaces of railcars, binds are tighter ropes around hands binding 
haunts are hunting humiliated citizens of these United Fates of Our Armory 
intercourse are interludes, are interjections, are entering us while singing away arches of cradles 

daa ‘ik ł’ idá ‘ádaajindi          /         this     was  said a long time ago
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ARTIFACT Guustáni 
murder   purge merge and maltreat Indians. 
convex concave cauterize 
coronary conviction of capable criminals 

ARTIFACT Guusts’iidi 
authority    a gaveled nail in deed 

ARTIFACT Tsąąbi’  
to authorize petulant trade, governs, designate and constricts places; reservations 

ARTIFACT Ńguust’ai’ 
boundaries are excavating, boundaries are executing, boundaries are executive, 
excavate binary boundaries, execute binding boundaries, executive order boundaries 
boundaries are the happiness of sad Indians 

ARTIFACT Łedzáada 
binds burgeon the hard surfaces of railcars, binds are tighter ropes around hands binding 
adopting dot bunches  blankets  and smallpox 
stipulations are the happiness of sad Indians 
in faith   in the year  of our  their lord  18xx  bé‘kégu ín’dán 

ARTIFACT Guneenani 
strip off all our relations, 
liberal museum stipulations 
humanely measuring & gathering  
strips of all our relations 
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Whirling [from the center, deliver us] ARTIFACT Guustáni 
murder purge merge and maltreat Indians. 
convex concave cauterize 
coronary conviction of capable criminals

ARTIFACT Guusts’iidi
authority    a gaveled nail in deed

ARTIFACT Tsąąbi’
to authorize petulant trade, governs, designate and constricts places; reservations 

ARTIFACT Ńguust’ai’
boundaries are excavating, boundaries are executing, boundaries are executive, 
excavate binary boundaries, execute binding boundaries, executive order boundaries
boundaries are the happiness of sad Indians

ARTIFACT Łedzáada
binds burgeon the hard surfaces of railcars, binds are tighter ropes around hands binding 
adopting dot bunches blankets  and smallpox 
stipulations are the happiness of sad Indians
in faith  in the year of our  their lord  18xx bé‘kégu ín’dán

ARTIFACT Guneenani 
strip off all our relations,
liberal museum stipulations 
humanely measuring & gathering
strips of all our relations 
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